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ABSTRACT 

This paper considers some theoretical and computational problems 

that arise when trying to find optimal taxes for environmental pollution 

control. The paper takes cognizance of the reality of mixed-economy 

difficulties (and, therefore, Lagrangian decomposition is not appro- 

priate), and also demonstrates that a "property-rights" approach to 

environmental quality control may not be appropriate. The paper pre- 

sents a water quality control problem which highlights the difficulties. 

In addition, the resulting mathematical program is nonconvex and a 

solution algorithm is presented. 
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I. TAXATION AND DECENTRALIZABLE PROGRAMS 

Consider the separable mathematical program, 

k 
max ~ fj (x j ) 

j=l 

k 
t. ~ gj (x j) < 0 so 

j=l 

x j c xJ~ j = 1 ..... k . 

denoted by (P), 

(P) 

Here, x j represents the decision vector of the jth subsector and X j 

represents the set from which decisions must be drawn. In addition, 

there is a set of constraints upon resources which link the subsectors. 

That is, each g~ is a vector-valued function in R m and ~(x j) represents 

the amounts of ~he m scarce resources consumed when theJj th subsector 

utilizes the decision vector x j . The function 
k 
X fj (xJ) 

j=l 

is understood to be the "benefit measure" of a central authority (C.A.) 

as a function of the decisions of the k subsectors. 

Let % = (%1 ..... %m ) ~ 0 be an m-vector of per unit taxes upon 

the m scarce resources. Let 

Lj(x j, %) = fj(x j) - %gj(x j) 

Definition i: The system (P) is centralized, with respect to %, 
.th decision maker of the j-- subsector, j = l,.~.,k, seeks to solve 

if the 

max Lj (x j , X) 
(Pj(X)) 

s o~. xJ ~ xJ 

when confronted with the nonnegative tax vector X. The system (P) is 

said to be mixed if this is not the case. 

Definition 2: We say a centralized system is capable of decentral- 

ization if the Lagrangian of (P) possesses a saddle-point. 

We now see the meaning of decentralization. Since (x, ~) is a 

saddle-point for (P), it must be the case that x is optimal for (P). 

Therefore, if the C.A. knows an appropriate per unit tax vector, ~, 

the centralized system assumption implies that the jth coordinate 

vector, xJ, of x is an optimizer of the jth subsector's problem (Pj(~). 



This implies that if ~ presented to each of the subsectors then, if 
(~I Pj(Y) has a unique optimal solution, the optimal vector 

will be recovered by individual subsystem optimization. If some of 

the subsectors have more than one optimal vector for Pj(Y) it may occur 

that the vector presented to the C.A., by subsector individual opti- 

mization, will not produce an optimal vector for the problem facing 

the C.A. (i.e., problem P). 

Centralized systems capable of decentralization have nice impli- 

cations for optimization by economic iteration without complete informa- 

tion by the C.A. (e.g., see Dantzig [ 3]). This Walrasian tatonnement 

interpretation is the basis of dual algorithms for solving problems 

such as (P) (e.g., see Uzawa [13], Huard [ 6], Falk [ 4]). 

2. THE BENEFIT MEASURE 

Effective intervention in any sphere of economic activity must 

be based upon a comparison of some notion of benefits and losses asso- 

ciated with various policies. Such, of course, must also be the basis 

of efforts for environmental pollution control. A C.A.'s policies to 

achieve a better environment will generally be translated, in the form 

of higher prices, to the consumers of products produced by "polluting" 

firms. What constitutes an appropriate measure of the reduction in 

consumer welfare is a difficult question that is yet to be completely 

resolved. Traditionally, economists have relied on the consumer's 

surplus notion. Recently, Willig [14] has given a rather definitive 

treatment of the notion of consumer's surplus and has shown that under 

fairly general conditions the consumer's surplus closely approximates 

the so-called equivalent and compensating variations. 

Assume there are n consumer goods under consideration. Let 

Di(Pl ..... Pi ..... pn ) be the demand function for the ith good as a 

function of the prices of the n consumer goods. Assume pO = (p~ ..... p~) 

is the initial price vector and the C.A. has implemented a policy which 

changes the consumer price vector to p l. The loss in consumer welfare 

is defined to be 
i 

n I pi 
Di(P i) du i 

i=l p~ 
where 

To this loss we added producers' 

Pi = (pl, . pil_l,U o o 
• " ' i' pi+l ..... Pn ) 

loss (i.e., change in profits) and C.A. 
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loss (i.e., change in tax take) to arrive at the expression 

o i o 1 T ° T 1 
S(p ,p ) = ~ Di(Pi)du i + ~ - ~ + - 

i=l ] o 
Pi 

as a measure of loss due to the C.A. 's policy which causes a consumer 
I 

good price vector change from pO to p 

Under independence of demands (i.e., the quantity of the i th 

good demanded depends only upon its own price) and some mild additional 

assumptions, it can be shown that 

i 

n [q~ l(ui ) S (pO pl) _ I D i 
i=l ~o 

sil(ui ) ] du i 

Io ° [D (u i) 

n qi i _I 
+ I i Si~(ui) ] du i ' 

i=l 

= Di(Pi and S-11 is the marginal cost of production function where qi 

for the i th firm. Therefore, under these assumptions, we see that 

minimizing total loss is equivalent to maximizing total surplus (i.e., 

the sum of consumer and producer surplus). 

3. A WATER POLLUTION EXAMPLE 

In this section we present a simple example which highlights the 

theoretical and computational difficulties of computing optimal taxes. 

We assume there are k firms located on a one-directional stream and that 

each firm must dispose of a certain amount of waste which in turn, 

depends upon the factor usage vector of the firm. For simplicity of 

notation we assume independence of demands. Let D21 denote the inverse 
J 

demand function for the jth firm's product; let yj denote the product 

output level of the jth firm and let Cj(yj, pJ) denote the production 

cost, to firm j, of producing output level yj when the per unit factor 

price is pJo Let x j denote the factor usage vector of firm j and let 

denote the jth firm's production function. Then, assuming each firm 

is a price taker on factor markets, we have that 

Cj(yj, pJ) = min {pJx j ~j(x j) ~ Yj} . 

xJ >0 

Let Wj(x j) denote the amount of waste which the jth firm must dispose 

of when using factor vector x j. Let Tj(~j, Wj(xJ)) denote the jth 
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firm's treatment cost function as a function of the total amount of 

waste and the percentage-of-treatment variable, ~j. For simplicity, we 

assume waste discharged to the stream consumes only dissolved oxygen 

and that the C.A. has set maximum allowable dissolved oxygen deficits. 

Therefore, the mathematical program is 

maximize ~ dzj - Cj (yj ,pJ) - Tj (ej, 
j=l 

subject to Dj~(Wl(X I) ..... Wj (xj)' ~I ..... ~j) ~ Dj~' 

#j ( Xj ) Yj 

0 < ~j _< i, x j _> O, yj > 0 

> 0, 

Wj (x j ) ) ] 

~=0 ..... mj (PcA) 

j=l ..... k 

j=l ..... k 

j=l ..... k 

aj£,i = number of pounds of oxygen demanded, in reach jZ between 

the jth and (j+l) st firms, due to one pound of B0D dis- 

charged to the stream at location io (the location of the 
i th firm upstream of the jth firm), 

i Wi(x ) = number of pounds of BOb that the i th firm must dispose 

of (by treatment or discharge to stream). 

It is clear that these functions crucially depend upon the waste 

load and treatment decision variables of the firms along the stream. 

The dissolved oxygen deficit constraint functions are generally non- 

convex functions of the firms' decision variables x 3 and ~j, j=l .... ,k. 

In fact, even if Wj is a linear function of x j,. then Wj(xJ)(l-~j) is 

a pseudo-concave and nonconvex function of (x J , ej). Therefore, DjZ 

given by (i) is not even, generally, a pseudo-concave function of 

(xl'''''xJ' ~l'''''~j) since sums of pseudo-concave functions are not 

generally pseudo-concave. In fact, in many applications it is also 

the case that the treatment capital investment functions Tj(~j,Wj(xJ)) 

and 

where 

where Dj~ is the greatest allowable dissolved oxygen deficit in reach 

j~ between the jth and (j+l) st firms, m. is the number of reaches between 
J 

the jth and (j+l) st firms, and the set of constraint functions, rep- 

resenting dissolved oxygen deficit, are derived from the Streeter-Phelps 

equations (e.g., see Revelle, Loueks, and Lynn [Ii]). To be specific, 

we are assuming 

J 

Do~(WI (xl) ..... Wj (xj)' ~I ..... ~i )= ~ aj~ iW%(xi)(l-~i ) (I) 
i=l 
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exhibit economies-of-scale in the argument Wjo That is, -Tj is convex 

or has cgnvex segments in the argument Wj. This implies that the ob- 

jective function facing the C.A. (the objective function of PcA) is not 

generally a concave function of the decision variables of the problem. 

Note also that a significant amount of information appears to 
1 

be required by the C.A. In particular, knowledge of , Cj, ~j, and 

Tj is required. However, under our assumptions, knowledge of ~j is 

equivalent to knowledge of Cj(e.g., see Jacobsen [7,8]). 

Recall that the major advantage of the decentralization of a 

centralized system is that system optimization can be carried out with- 

out complete information on the part of the C.A. Since the information 

requirements for the C.Ao appear to be quite great for PcA' we now 

investigate whether or not PeA is a centralized system capable of 

decentralization. Because PeA generally possesses a nonconeave objective 

subject to numerous nonconvex constraints, no claim can generally be 

made regarding the existence of a saddle-point. That is, the system 

generally is not capable of decentralization. 

Moreover, if the jth firm is confronted with a tax vector %* it 

is not the case that the ~th firm will seek to solve 

where 

maximize Lj(yj, x j, ~j;%*) 

subject to ~j(x j) - yj _> 0 Pj(X*) 

• < i, x j > 0, yj > 0 0 i ~3 - - - 

Lj(yj, x j, ~j, %*) = 

I 
Yj 

= o DjI(zj)dzj-Cj(YJ'PJ) Tj(~j ,Wj(xJ)) %*a j (l-~j)Wj(x j) 

and where a j is the jth column of the set of constraints (i). That is, 

a profit maximizing firm, say, will attempt to maximize the difference 

between revenue and cost (production cost plus treatment cost plus 

the tax cost of waste discharge to the waterway). Therefore, a profit 

mazimizing firm will, rather, attempt to optimize a function Lj, 

subject to the same constraints as in Pj(~*), where 

Lj(yj, x j, ~j, ~*) = 

= D~l(yj)yj - Cj(yj,pJ) - rj(~j,Wj(xJ)) - k*a j(!-~j)Wj(x j). 
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Therefore, 

Lj(yj, x j, ~j; X*) -Lj(yj, x j, ~j; X*) = 

I YJ D~l(zj) dzj Djl (Yj)Yj 

o 

the consumers' surplus associated wi~h output level yj. That is, PcA 

is not a centralized system. 

The fact that such systems are neither centralized nor capable 

of decentralization has, unfortunately, serious consequences for both 

the Walrasian tatonnement interpretation and algorithmic effectiveness 

of the various dual algorithms. That is, the rather elegant connection 

between decentralization and the amount of information needed (by the 

C.A.) to optimize is lost for mixed economies. Secondly, the dual price 

procedures, viewed as just computer algorithms for optimization, require 

the existence of saddle-points. Note that, in principle, the C.A. can 

centralize the system PcA by offering, to the firms, schedules of the 

consumers' surplus 

I 
Yj 

Sj(yj) = D -I Dil(yj)y j 
o j (uj) duj . 

However, this raises other distributional problems beyond the scope of 

the present paper. 

4. PROPERTY RIGHTS 

In an attempt to deal with information requirements, economists 

have often suggested a "property rights" approach. Briefly, the idea 

is that a C.A. will provide a fixed number of "pollution permits," each 

of which allows the owner to dump a fixed number of units (e.g., one) 

of polluting material. The firms are then free to buy and sell these 

permits on an open market and, therefore, an equilibrium price will 

be arrived at. That is, the market mechanism itself will provide the 

appropriate environmental charge so that environmental services (for 

instance, the assimilative capacity of a stream) will not be under- 

valued. This strategy is, perhaps, best articulated by Dales [ 2]. 

In this section we demonstrate that such a strategy is generally not 

valid. 

We begin by answering the following question: 
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I f  a marke t  for  d i s p o s a l  r i g h t s  

p r o v i d e s  an e q u i l i b r i u m  p r i c e ,  t h e n  

what  measure [ i f  any) of  b e n e f i t s  i s  

be ing max imized  by t h e  c r e a t i o n  of such  

a marke t  and p r i c e 2  

To answer this question, we proceed as follows. Assume there are n 

firms indexed i = 1 .... n. Let x i be the decision vector for the i t-h 

firm and let fi(x i) be the profit accrued to the i ~ firm when it 

decides upon the input vector x i. Let W~(x i) be the solid waste produced 

for disposal by the i t-h firm when the ~i t-h firm is using the input 

vector x i. Let w be the regional limit (per unit time) upon the quan- 

tity of waste that the authority will accept for disposal services. 

If there is a price I per unit of waste, then the i ~-~h 

firm will seek to solve its own profit maximization problem. That is, 

the firm seeks to compute its modified optimal profits. 

~i(%) = maximize fi(x i) %Wi(xi) 

subject to x i e X i , 

where ~ is the set of feasible decisions available to the i t-h firm. 

Let xi(%) be an optimizing vector for the above optimization problem of 

the i th firm and let 

wi(% ) = Wi(xi(X)) 

denote the resulting level of waste offered for disposal. Then, 

n 

w(%) = I wi(%) 
i=l 

denotes the total quantity demanded for waste disposal services when 1 

is the per unit price for such services. It is well known that the 

function ~i(%) is convex in %. 

Also, by non-negativity of the function Wi(xi), it can easily be 

shown that ~i ( ) ~ ~i(y) and wi(1) ~ wi(Y) if ~ < y. This implies 

that w(%) is a non-increasing function of the waste disposal price ~. 

Now assume %* > 0 is an equilibrium price. That is, I* is such 

that 

w(~*) = w 

or, equivalently, ~* is the price which equates the fixed supply w with 

demand w(%). Now, when the i t-h decision unit is faced with waste 
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disposal price %*, it will solve its own optimization problem and decide 

upon vector xl(%*). Therefore, for each i = i .... n, the following con- 

dition holds: 

xi(% *) solves 

max fi(x i) - X*Wi(xi ) 

subject to x i ~ X i 

Also, by assumption, the following two conditions hold: 

n 
w = w(%*) = ~ Wi(xl(%*)) , 

and i=l 

0 = ~* I ~i= I Wi (xi(~*)) - w ] 

Of course, these conditions comprise the statement that (x*, %*) = 

(xl(% *) ..... xn(%*), ~*) is a saddle-point for the optimization problem 

n 
max ~ fi(x i) 

i=l 

n 
subject to ~ Wi(x i) j w (2) 

i=l 
i X i x s , i = l,..,n 

We therefore have an answer to the above question. 

I f  a was te  d i s p o s a l  a u t h o r i t y  

s e t s  a q u a n t i t y  l i m i t  w and i f  an 

e f f i c i e n t  p r i v a t e  market  ac ts  to 

e q u i l i b r a t e  s u p p l y  and demand for  

t h e  l i m i t e d  d i s p o s a l  s e r v i c e s ,  t h e n  

t h e  r e s u l t i n g  a c t i o n s  of t he  n d e c i s i o n  

makers are such t h a t  t he  sum of t h e  

i n d i v i d u a l  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n s  of  

t he  n d e c i s i o n  makers i s  maximized 

s u b j e c t  to t h e  a u t h o r i t y ' s  q u a n t i t y  

co ns t r a i n t .  

The attractiveness of using property rights to generate a market 

for environmental services is somewhat mitigated in certain situations. 

For instance, if there are several firms discharging wastes to a water- 

way and a market is created for which these firms are to purchase 

limited quantities of the stream's assimilative capacity, our result 

implies that the sum of the firms' individual objectives will be 
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maximized. However, if some of the firms have considerable monopoly or 

oligopoly power in their respective product markets, the result will 

then be that the product output levels of each of the firms will diverge 

from the optimal levels which would occur if we were to use the benefit 

measure developed above. Broadly speaking, there seems to be no justi- 

fication for maximizing the sum of the polluting firms' profits subject 

to a stream assimilative capacity constraint. This methodological 

problem of welfare economics seems to have gone unnoticed by Dales. 

While the above argument demonstrates that a "property rights" 

approach may be methodologically incorrect, it is also the case that 

such an approach may also be technically incorrect. In particular, 

suppose we approve of maximizing the sum of firms' profits. Then the 

above argument demonstrates that an equilibrium price implies the exis- 

tence of a saddle-point for optimization problem (2). But suppose such 

a problem does not have a saddle-point as is likely to be the case for 

problems such as PcA(i.eo, there are economies-of-scale or nonconvex 

constraints). Then it is clear that an equilibrium price cannot be 

found by any ordinary market mechanism. For instance, consider the 

following simple example 

2 y2 
max x + 

sot. ½x + 2y <_ 3 

0 < x< 2 , 0 < y< 2 

Then 

2,  x ~ [0,4] 
x(X) = 

0 , i>4 

zix(1) (note that x(1) and, therefore, Wl(1) are not Therefore, Wl (~.) 

single-valued) . 

and w2(1) = 2y(1). 

Also, 

=l:, 
Therefore 

! ,  x ~ [o,z] 1 w(X) : , x ~ [1,4] 
, t > 4  
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and hence there is no intersection of the demand curve w(%) with the 

fixed supply of 3 units. What market behavior would occur, when an 

equilibrium price does not exist, is not clear. 

5. A SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

The above sections demonstrate that a Walrasian price adjustment 

process, for the purpose of arriving at prices which will induce firms 

to act optimally, is virtually useless. In particular, many environ- 

mental problems, such as PcA' do not correspond to centralized systems 

capable of decentralization. This implies that a great deal of economic 

information is required by the C.A. in order to solve PcA and to then 

set some policy (i.e., taxes) to encourage firms to behave optimally. 

Nevertheless, it behooves the C.A. to do the best it can as far as a 

solution of PcA is concerned. The following discussion is based upon 

that of Hillestad and Jacobsen [5] 

Under some fairly general additional assumptions we sketch an 

algorithm which is based upon the fact that the constraints of PcA can 

be converted to a set of convex constraints plus a set of reverse convex 

constraints (a single constraint g(x) < 0 is said to be a reverse convex 

constraint if g is a concave function). The term "reverse convex" is 

taken from Meyer [I0]. Once this conversion is accomplished, a com- 

bination of Kelley [ 9] cuts for the convex constraints and Tui [12] 

cuts for the reverse convex constraints can be used to develop the 

algorithm. 

The constraints of PcA can be converted to the above mentioned 

form as follows. Let zj = ~Wi(xJ)' d i~ = i - ~j, j=l, .... k. Let Di~ 

denote the j x j diagonal matrix whose i th diagonal term is aj%,i. Let 

0 Dj%/2 l 

QJ ~ = I Dj%/2 0 

and let z j = (z I ..... zj), d j = (d I ..... dj). 

can be rewritten as 

(zJ,dJ)Qj%(z j,dj) ~ < D-j~ 

Then the constraint (i) 

(3) 

Now, by the principle of diagonal dominance, we can express (3) as the 

difference of convex quadratics. That is, (3) is equivalent to 
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where 

and sj 

! j (z j ,d j )Q~R(z ,d j )~  - (z j , d  j)Q2R(z3 

I + I , Qj% = QjL ej~ 

2 I Qj~ = ej~ 

is a number chosen so that 

,dJ) " <_ Dj% (4) 

Ia 
i=l ..... j J~' 

Now, by the introduction of another variable, we can express (4) as 

" i (z j,dj)QjE(zj,d j)~ - ujE < Djg~ 

2 (zj,dj). uj < 0 (5) (z j,dj)Qj~ - ~ -- 

2 - (zJ,dJ)QjE(zJ,dJ) ~ + ujE <_ 0 

and where the first and second constraints of (5) are convex and the 

third constraint of (5) is of the reverse convex type. 

Now, under the assumptions that each production function ~j is 

concave and each waste load function W. is either convex or concave, the 
3 

constraints of PeA can be equivalently rewritten as a set of convex and 

a set of reverse convex constraints as follows: 

Similarly, 

the form 

(z j , dJ) QIE(z j 

(zj dJ)Q2 (z j 

,dJ) " - ujE <_ DjE 

,d j)~ - ujE < 0 

(zJ,dJ)Q~E(zJ,dJ) " + ujE _< 0 

zj - Wj(x j) _< 0 

-zj + Wj(x j) ! 0 

~j(x j) - yj _> 0 

0 <_ dj ! I, x j > 0, yj _> 0 

it is easy to show that if Tj(~j,zj) 

6=0 ..... mj 

j=l ..... k 

j=l ..... k 

(6) 

j=l ..... k 

is quadratic or is of 

Tj(ej,zj) = TjI(~j)Tj2(z j) 
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then also the treatment cost function terms of the objective of PeA can 

be incorporated into the constraints in the form of convex and reverse 

convex functions. Then, by introducing a new variable, the objective 

can be placed in the constraints and by then bounding the feasible 

region by a bounded convex polyhedron our problem PeA is converted to 

the form 

max cx 

subject to h(x) < 0 

g(x) < 0 

AoX _< b o 

x > 0 

where h is a vector of convex functions and g is a vector of concave 

functions. 

We let 

Ax < b 

x > 0 

denote the set of linear constraints at a generic iteration of the 

algorithm. The algorithm is composed of the following steps: 

i) Let x ° be a basic optimal solution for 

max cx 

subject to Ax < b 

X > 0 . 

2) If h(x °) < 0 and g(x °) < 0, then x O is optimal • 

Otherwise, let hk(X °) = max {hi(x°) }, g~(x°)=max {gj (x °) } 
i j 

and generate a cut for the function h k or g% which solves 

max {hk(X° ),g~(x °)) . 

3) Append the cut to the linear constraints and return to Step i. 

When the cut is to be made for hk, the usual Kelley cut 

hk(X°) + Vhk(X°)(x-x°) _< 0 

is used. To describe the Tui cut, when the cut is to be made for g%, 

we proceed as follows. Assume A is m x n and that the basic optimal 

solution x ° (including slacks) is nondegenerate. This implies, since 

the feasible region for the linear constraints is assumed to be bounded, 

that the vertex x ° has n neighboring vertices, denoted by x °i, i=l ..... n. 

Let d °i = x °i - x °, i=l ..... n. Let ~j,i=l ..... n, denote optimal 

solutions for the n one-dimensional problems 
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max ~° 
l 

oi 
subject to g£(x ° + aid ) ~ 0 o 

The Tui cut is defined by the  h a l f - s p a c e  (no t  c o n t a i n i n g  x °) whose 

bounding  h y p e r p l a n e  p a s s e s  t h rough  the  n l i n e a r l y  i n d e p e n d e n t  p o i n t s  

z °i = x ° + ~.d Oi, i=l,...,n . 
1 

oi 
That i s ,  compute t he  h y p e r p l a n e  p a s s i n g  t h r o u g h  t he  p o i n t s  z and 

denote this hyperplane by ax = y. If ax ° < ~, the Tui cut is ax ~ y. 

If ax ° > y, the Tui cut is ax < y. Of course, it is well known that 

the direction vectors d °i are proportional to vectors of the form 

i~-hnonbasic c o o r d i n a t e  

( -  ~ l ,m+ i  . . . .  , -~m,m+i '  0 . . . . .  0 , 1 ,  0 . . . . .  0 ) ,  i = l  . . . . .  n ,  

and the latter are readily available in the final simplex tableau which 

produced x °, the basic optimal solution. Therefore, these latter 

vectors are to be used as direction vectors rather than pivoting to 

actually compute the neighboring vertices x °i, i=l,...,n. 

Also, the sequence of cuts does not cut away any portion of 

the feasible region. In particular, it is well known that a Kelley 

cut (for a convex constraint) cannot delete any portion of the feasible 

region. To see that the same is true for a Tui cut we proceed as 

follows. Let gj be any concave constraint such that gj(x °) > 0. Observe 

that if 

x s conv {x °, z °l,...,z °n} 

then there exist nonnegative weights whose sum is one and 

gj (x) ~ ~o gj (x°) + ~olgj (z°l)+" "+ ~ongj (x°n)=~ogj (x°) 

Assume the Tui cut is given by ax ~ ¥ (i.e., ax ° > 7) and let x be any 

feasible solution~ Therefore, gj (x) ~ O. If gj (x) < O, then 

x ~ cony {x 0, z °l,...,z °n} 

and therefore ax j y. If gj(x) = 0 and 

x ~ conv {x ° ol ,zOn 

it must be the case that x can be written as a convex combination of 

only z °l,o..,z °n and, therefore, ax = 7. 

Therefore, the cutting plane algorithm above produces a sequence 

of nonincreasing upper bounds for the optimal value. 

It may occur that x ° is degenerate and there will generally be 
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more than n neighboring vertices and, therefore, the Tui cut cannot be 

unambiguously executed. In fact, it can be shown that if one arbitrarily 

chooses n directions to form the cut, some part of the feasible region 

may be deleted. However, in such situations we may use the cut proposed 

by Carvajal-Moreno [i]. Carvajal's cut is motivated by the Tui cut and 

it can be shown that both are the same when x ° is nondegenerate. 

Even though we have not established ~ priori convergence con- 

ditions, the algorithm does produce a sequence of nonincreasing upper 

bounds. Moreover, the algorithm has been found to solve complex non- 

convex programs (of the type of this paper) and, in the absence of 

other methods for such problems, appears to be a very useful tool. 

Moreover, often lower bounds for PeA can be obtained. For in- 

stance, if Tj is linear in Wj and Wj is convex in x j then PeA is a con- 

cave program for a fixed set of ~'s and is, similarly, a concave program 

for a fixed set of x's~ Therefore, to perhaps obtain a good lower bound, 

we can fix the ~'s and optimize over the y's and x's. Then, fixing the 

y's and x's at the previous optimal values, we optimize over the ~'s, 

etc. Such a procedure, in conjunction with the cutting plane algorithm, 

produces upper and lower bounds for PcA' an otherwise relatively intrac- 

table problem. 

Of course, when the C.A. has obtained optimal or near optimal 

solutions for PeA it is still faced with the problem of how to set taxes 

so as to encourage firms to act optimally. About all that can be said 

at this point is that it may be possible to perform this "coordination" 

in the following manner. Given all the information needed to solve PeA 

the C.A. can then find each firm's optimal factor mix and treatment 

response as a function of tax parameters in the firms' profit functions. 

One would then hope that there are tax parameters, for each firm, which 

would force the firms to choose the corresponding optimal values of 

PcA" However, it can be shown that this is generally not the case when 

considering environmental taxes and therefore the "coordination" problem 

for such systems is still generally unsolved. 
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